
Category Bill Number Title Sponsor Status
HB 1755 Allowing regional universities to offer doctorate level degrees in education Leavitt Gov Signed

SB 6066 Expanding ethnic studies materials and resources for public school students in grades kindergarten through six Hasegawa Gov Signed

SB 6142 Relating to creating the Washington common application Liias Veto
Capital Planning & 

Development SB 6248 Concerning the capital budget Frockt Gov Signed

HB 1165 Encouraging low-water landscaping practices as a drought alleviation tool Orwall Gov Signed
HB 1521 Protecting taxpayers by providing for accountability and transparency in government contracting Dolan Gov Signed
HB 1694 Allowing tenants to pay certain sums in installments Morgan Gov Signed

HB 2311
Amending state greenhouse gas emission limits for consistency with the most recent assessment of climate 
change science

Slatter Gov Signed

HB 2322 Making supplemental transportation appropriations for the 2019-2021 fiscal biennium Fey Partial Veto

HB 2342
Aligning the timing of comprehensive plan updates required by the growth management act with the timing of 
shoreline master program updates required by the shoreline management act

Fitzgibbon Gov Signed

HB 2528 Recognizing the contributions of the state's forest products sector as part of the state's global climate response Ramos Gov Signed

HB 2701 Concerning inspection and testing of fire and smoke control systems and dampers Ormsby Gov Signed
HB 2713 Encouraging compost procurement and use Walen Partial Veto
SB 5457 Naming of subcontractors by prime contract bidders on public works contracts Keiser Gov Signed
SB 6027 Concerning floating residences Pedersen Veto
SB 6065 Establishing the Washington blockchain work group Brown Veto
SB 6170 Concerning plumbing Keiser Gov Signed
SB 6473 Concerning asbestos-containing building materials Stanford Gov Signed
HB 2543 Ensuring eligible veterans and their dependents qualify for in-state residency Paul Gov Signed
SB 5197 Concerning the Washington national guard postsecondary education grant program Hobbs Gov Signed
SB 6141 Expanding access to higher education Randall Gov Signed
SB 6561 Creating the undocumented student support loan program Liias Gov Signed

Financial Management SB 6312 Making the nonprofit and library fund-raising exemption permanent Zeiger Gov Signed
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Category Bill Number Title Sponsor Status

HB 1390
Providing a benefit increase to certain retirees of the public employees' retirement system plan 1 and the 
teachers' retirement system plan 1

Leavitt Gov Signed

HB 1661 Concerning the higher education retirement plans Chandler Gov Signed
HB 1888 Protecting employee information from public disclosure Hudgins Gov Signed

HB 2266
Reasonable accommodation for the expression of breast milk without requiring written certification from a 
health care professional

Doglio Gov Signed

HB 2308 Requiring employers to periodically report standard occupational classifications or job titles of workers Slatter Gov Signed
HB 2327 Addressing sexual misconduct at postsecondary educational institutions Pollet Gov Signed

HB 2589
Requiring contact information for suicide prevention and crisis intervention organizations on student and staff 
identification cards

Callan Gov Signed

HB 2602 Concerning hair discrimination Morgan Gov Signed
HB 2614 Concerning paid family and medical leave Robinson Gov Signed

HB 2677
Sharing health insurance information to improve the coordination of benefits between health insurers and the 
health care authority

Chopp Gov Signed

HB 2691 Concerning the scope of collective bargaining for language access providers Valdez Gov Signed
HB 2739 Adjusting certain requirements of the shared leave program Kloba Gov Signed
SB 5165 Concerning discrimination based on citizenship or immigration status Saldaña Gov Signed

SB 5473
Making unemployment benefits accessible to persons with family responsibilities and other availability issues and 
making clarifying changes

Saldaña Gov Signed

SB 6034
Extending the time allowed to file a complaint with the human rights commission for a claim related to 
pregnancy discrimination

Keiser Gov Signed

SB 6051
Concerning health coverage supplementing medicare part D provided through a federally authorized employer 
group waiver plan

Cleveland Gov Signed

SB 6052
Concerning life insurance products or services that are intended to incent behavioral changes that improve the 
health and reduce the risk of death of the insured

Mullet Gov Signed

SB 6061 Requiring training standards in providing telemedicine services Becker Gov Signed
SB 6123 Allowing state employee leave for organ donation Hunt Gov Signed
SB 6158 Concerning model sexual assault protocols for hospitals and clinics Dhingra Gov Signed
SB 6208 Increasing mobility through the modification of stop sign requirements for bicyclists Billig Gov Signed

SB 6267
Modifying the long-term services and supports trust program by clarifying the ability for individuals with existing 
long-term care insurance to opt-out of the premium assessment and making technical corrections

Takko Gov Signed

SB 6383 Concerning the retirement strategy funds in the plan 3 and the deferred compensation programs Conway Gov Signed
SB 6417 Allowing retirees to change their survivor option election after retirement Holy Gov Signed

Human Resources
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Information 
Technology SB 6187

Modifying the definition of personal information for notifying the public about data breaches of a state or local 
agency system

Zeiger Gov Signed

HB 2513
Prohibiting the practice of transcript withholding and limiting the practice of registration holds at institutions of 
higher education as debt collection practices

Slatter Gov Signed

HB 2722 Concerning minimum recycled content requirements Mead Veto
SB 6091 Continuing the work of the Washington food policy forum Warnick Gov Signed
SB 6168 Making 2019-2021 fiscal biennium supplemental operating appropriations Rolfes Partial Veto
HB 2318 Advancing criminal investigatory practices Orwall Gov Signed
HB 2411 Preventing suicide Orwall Gov Signed

HB 2554 Mitigating inequity in the health insurance market caused by health plans that exclude certain mandated benefits Stonier Gov Signed

HB 2638 Authorizing sports wagering subject to the terms of tribal-state gaming compacts Peterson Gov Signed
HB 2731 Reporting of student head injury information sustained during athletics and other activities Irwin Gov Signed
HB 2837 Expanding powers granted to state historical societies Boehnke Gov Signed
SB 5947 Establishing the sustainable farms and fields grant program McCoy Gov Signed
SB 6139 Extending the joint center for aerospace technology innovation program Mullet Gov Signed

SB 6419
Concerning implementation of the recommendations of the December 2019 report from the William D. 
Ruckelshaus center regarding residential habilitation center clients

Keiser Gov Signed

SB 6570 Concerning law enforcement officer mental health and wellness King Partial Veto
Research SB 6280 Concerning the use of facial recognition services Nguyen Partial Veto

SB 6492 Addressing workforce education investment funding through business and occupation tax reform Pedersen Gov Signed

SB 6660
Improving fiscal responsibility and budget discipline by replacing the spending limit with additional four-year 
balanced budget

Rolfes Gov Signed

HB 2551
Permitting students to wear traditional tribal regalia and objects of cultural significance at graduation ceremonies 
and related events

Lekanoff Gov Signed

HB 2864 Establishing a running start summer school pilot program Paul Gov Signed
SB 6286 Permitting athlete agents to provide some benefits to student athletes Frockt Gov Signed
SB 6313 Increasing opportunities for young voters Liias Gov Signed
SB 6374 Concerning apprenticeship materials for dual credit scholarship programs Holy Gov Signed
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Category Bill Number Title Sponsor Status
HB 1552 Health care provider credentialing by health carriers Dolan Gov Signed
HB 1608 Protecting patient care Macri Gov Signed
HB 2099 Concerning the use of video technology under the involuntary treatment act Irwin Gov Signed
HB 2378 Concerning physician assistants Riccelli Gov Signed
HB 2419 Studying barriers to the use of the Washington death with dignity act Rude Veto

HB 2426
Protecting patient safety in psychiatric hospitals and other health care facilities regulated by the department of 
health through improvements to licensing and enforcement

Cody Gov Signed

HB 2457 Establishing the health care cost transparency board Cody Gov Signed
HB 2584 Establishing rates for behavioral health services Caldier Gov Signed

HB 2728
Implementing a sustainable funding model for the services provided through the children's mental health 
services consultation program and the telebehavioral health video call center

Slatter Gov Signed

HB 2737 Revising the name, term, membership, and duties of the children's mental health work group Callan Gov Signed
HB 2755 Transparency regarding the cost of air ambulance services Schmick Gov Signed

HB 2883
Implementing policies related to expanding adolescent behavioral health care access as reviewed and 
recommended by the children's mental health work group

Eslick Gov Signed

SB 5282 Requiring informed consent for pelvic exams Liias Gov Signed
SB 5385 Concerning telemedicine payment parity Becker Gov Signed
SB 5720 Concerning the involuntary treatment act Dhingra Gov Signed
SB 5759 Increasing opportunities for the use of remote technology in eye exams Cleveland Partial Veto
SB 5887 Concerning health carrier requirements for prior authorization standards Short Gov Signed
SB 6086 Increasing access to medications for people with opioid use disorder Hasegawa Gov Signed

SB 6096
Preventing disruption of certain state-financed and procured services due to labor unrest within contracted 
service providers

Keiser Gov Signed

SB 6143 Concerning the podiatric medical board Cleveland Gov Signed
SB 6404 Adopting prior authorization and appropriate use criteria in patient care Frockt Gov Signed
SB 6526 Reusing and donating unexpired prescription drugs Cleveland Gov Signed
SB 6551 Integrating international medical graduates into Washington's health care delivery system Stanford Gov Signed
SB 6641 Increasing the availability of certified sex offender treatment providers O'Ban Gov Signed

UW Medicine
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